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FOREWORD

OperationaI Concept for
US Army Aviation SeIf-DepIOyment

This is one of a series of TRADOC Pamphlets used to disseminate
operationai concepts.

Operational Concepts describe how combat, combat support and combat
service support operations are to be conducted. They set forth
functions and tasks to be accompiished by the various ieveis of command
during combat. They are to be used by TRADOC training, organization,
doctrine, and materiei deveiopers to develop their various programs.
They may also be used by the operating forces of the Army in the
conduct of training and other preparations for combat operations,
pending incorporation of the concept into doctrinal and training
literature.

This pamphlet sets forth the operational concepts for the self-deployment
of US Army helicopters, having the capability to carry sufficient fuel,
to an overseas theater of operations. .

DONN A. STARRY
General, United Stat Army
Commanding
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US ARMY AVIATION SELF-DEPLOYMENT
OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

l. Purpose. This pamphlet sets forth an operational concept for self-
deployment of US Army helicopters to an oversea theater of operation.

2. General.

a. Employment of Army forces is directly related to this nation's
commitment to NATO and other alliances and our willingness to counter
threats to US interests worldwide. The US elects to meet these
employment requirements with three basic deployment modes: Primary
deployment mode is from CONUS to the overseas theater. Secondary
deployment modes are forward deployment to the site of combat
operations and deployment from forward deployment sites to another
theater. The implied task based on the deployment from CONUS or from
one theater to another is to develop a rapid deployment capability to
successfully meet this challenge on a worldwide basis. One of the
most significant aspects of the strategic deployment challenge is in
the rapid deployment of combat unit helicopters.

b. During the build up phase of a conflict, the Air Line of
Communications (ALOC) will be overloaded with high priority
consignments of troops, weapons, materiel, and supplies. The Sea
Lines of Communication (SEALOC), while not transporting urgent
priorities requiring airlift, will be heavily tasked to transport
outsize and overweight cargo. Moreover, longer‘reaction time
associated with surface shipping may be a deterrent to meeting RDD of
combat helicopters.

c. Both ALOC and SEALOC will be used to deploy helicopters;
however, these modes will likely be insufficient to meet all priority
needs in a timely fashion. The concept contained herein provides for
the deployment capability to fill this gap. Self—deployment of Army
helicopters will enhance availability of combat unit helicopters to
meet unit operational dates.

3. Limitations.

a. This concept applies to helicopter aircraft having the
capability to lift sufficient fuel to reach deployable range;
currently included are CH-47, UH-60, and AH-64 systems.
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b. Self-deployment is applicable only to the deployment of
aircraft and does not provide for the deployment of unit personnel nor
equipment.

o. United States Air Force (USAF) air/sea rescue and escort
aircraft are assumed to be insufficient to provide support throughout
the entire self-deployment operation. Therefore, deploying flights
should be equipped to perform these functions.

d. Time required to self-deploy is predicated on the number of
fuel kits procured, en route weather, and the number of ferry pilots
available to support the deployment.

e. All flight routes require diplomatic clearance. Utilization
of the routes planned in this concept assumes that clearance can be
obtained based on prior relations with the nations concerned. If
other routes are contemplated, diplomatic clearance is one of the
primary considerations.

f. Analysis of risks from enemy action is contained at Appendix
D.

4. The Operational Concept.

a. This concept considers initial self-deployment from CONUS to
Europe, South America, and Southwest Asia. Four routes are planned,
one primary and three alternates. The primary route (Pease AFB—West
Germany, via Azores) has longer periods of good weather for sustained
self-deployment operations, but has some drawbacks due to longer
overwater flight legs than the first alternate route. The first
alternate route (Pease AFB—West Germany, via Greenland) is the
shortest route but extended en route delays can be expected because of
periods of bad weather. The second alternate route (Homestead AFB-
South America-West Germany, via Ascension Island) involves the longest
overwater legs and total distance and should be used only when the
first two routes are not accessible. The third alternate (Corpus
Christi Depot - Central America) route is essentially planned for
alternate deployment to South America, but may be used as a substitute
for the Caribbean route if necessary. Using these Atlantic routes, it
is physically feasible to self—deploy properly prepared CH—47, UH-60,
and AAH aircraft to European destinations. It is physically possible
to self-deploy to any continent by extending these routes.

b. TWO methods may be used for aircraft self-deployment: Unit
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deployment or aircraft fills. In either case the basic procedures
remain the same. In general, notification to self-deploy goes out to
affected units, depots, support personnel, and stopover points; the
first aircraft increment is flown to the departure points and support
'teams are dispatched to stopover points. Ferry equipment is installed
on‘the aircraft at the departure point and crews are briefed and
issued overwater survival gear. Deploying aircraft then depart,
stopping at each stopover point for fuel, maintenance, and crew rest.
At destination the ferry equipment is removed and required maintenance
performed. Ferry equipment and aerial support teams are returned to
the departure points for subsequent flights, and the aircraft and unit
crew members are integrated into the combat theater. A detailed
description of aircraft self-deployment follows:

(1) Upon receipt of the appropriate directive to execute
self-deployment operations, specified units in CONUS ferry their
aircraft via preselected routes to designated CONUS departure points
which are capable of performing Aviation Intermediate Maintenance
(AVIM)/depot level maintenance. The units arrive sequentially at the
depot facilities in accordance with Time-Phased Force Deployment List
(TPFDL) priorities or as otherwise directed. As the units arrive, a
dedicated depot support team prepares the aircraft for self-
deployment. This preparation includes necessary aircraft maintenance
and installation of unique equipment as-shown in Appendix A.
Concurrent with these activities, the self-deployed element is
integrated with its aerial support team as described in (4) below, and
is prepared for departure from CONUS.

(2) It is not contemplated that any special maintenance is
required on deploying aircraft. However, aircraft should not depart
the CONUS depot with less than 60 flying hours before next major
inspection/maintenance phase is due. Except for safety of flight
items, routine parts replacement is deferred until the aircraft land
at the destination depot/terminal point.

(3) The self—deployment execution directive triggers the dispatch
of predesignated ground support teams to stopover points along the
primary and alternate self-deployment flight routes as depicted at
appendix B. The ground support teams are tailored to contain the
necessary personnel, equipment, and repair parts to provide
anticipated services such as maintenance, petroleum, oils and
lubricants (POL), supply, medical, communications, weather/flight
planning, and housekeeping activities. Much of the required
equipment/repair parts package may be prepositioned at the stopover
points to expedite emplacement of the teams.
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(4) Predesignated aerial support teams are required to provide en
route assistance and expertise to the self-deploying aircrews. These
teams should consist of two ferry/rescue qualified aviators
experienced in flying the proposed route. Each team member is trained
in the requirements shown at appendix C and will fly as aircraft
commanders in the lead and trail aircraft of the deploying flight.
Both aircraft are equipped for air-sea rescue. Aerial support teams
may be organic to a depot and may be comprised of active and/or
reserve aviators.

(5) The self-deployment flights terminate at depot or AVIM typefacilities in the theater of operations which have the capability to
remove the unique equipment, install combat mission equipment, and
perform required maintenance/inspections in preparation for
integration into the combat zone. These organizations also coordinate
the immediate back haul of the predesignated aerial support teams and
unique equipment by high priority airlift to CONUS for reuse in
subsequent flights. As with previously cited support teams, the
personnel of these facilities, if required, are preselected and
subsequently dispatched upon the issuance of the self~deployment
directive. The majority of the required equipment is also
prepositioned in a similar manner to the en route ground support
equipment. Additionally, command facilities must exist at each
terminating site to facilitate the integration of self-deploying
aircraft and crews into the theater combat force structure.

(6) When aircraft are self--deployed to destinations beyond those
with fixed base facilities (i. e., Southwest Asia) predesignated ground
support teams must be positioned to perform the functions cited in
(5) above. Additional en route teams are positioned to provide the
services required (para (3)). In lieu of such teams, confirmed plans
are made with friendly nations to furnish this support.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

DEPLOYING LEAD RESCUE
ACFT ACFT ACFT

EXTENDED RANGE FUEL SYSTEMS X X X

AVIATION LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. X X X

NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEMS X X

PERSONNEL RESCUE SYSTEMS X X
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EUROPE/SW ASIA

PRIMARY

lST ALTERNATE

2D ALTERNATE

AFRICA

FRIMARY

ALTERNéIE

SOUTH AMERICA

PRIMARY

ALTERNATE
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APPENDIX B
SELF-DEPLOYMENT ROUTES

AZORES ROUTE — DEPOTS TO PEASE AFB, NH; ST
JOHN NEWFOUNDLAND; LAJES AFB, AZORES; FRANCE,
FRG.

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE — DEPOTS TO PEASE AFB OR
LORING AFB, ME; GOOSE, LABRADOR, NARSARSSUAQ
GREENLAND; KEFLAVIK ICELAND; ENGLAND; FRG.

CARIBBEAN ROUTE — DEPOTS TO HOMESTEAD AFB; SAN
JUAN; BRITISH AND FRENCH GUIANA; BRAZIL;
ASCENSION ISLAND; LIBERIA; MOROCCO; SPAIN;
FRG.

AZORES ROUTE.

géggsBEAN ROUTE.

CARIBBEAN ROUTE.

CENTRAL AMERICA ROUTE — CORPUS CHRISTI,
TEXAS; VILLAHERMOSA, MEXICO; HOWARD AFB,
PANAMA: VENEZUELA, BRAZIL.
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APPENDIX C
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

DEPLOYING AIRCREWS AERIAL SPT TEAMS

CREWMEMBER PILOTS LEAD RESCUE

SEA SURVIVAL X X X X

FUEL SYSTEM MANAGEMENT X X X

HIGH GROSS WEIGHT OPERATIONS X X X

ROUTE FLIGHT CHECK &

PROCEDURES QUALIFICATION X X

ICAO FLIGHT PLANNING X X

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT X X

HIGH FREQUENCY COMMUNI-
CATIONS OPERATIONS ' X X

RESCUE OPERATIONS X X
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APPENDIX D
THREAT

D-l. The overall Soviet threat to US helicopters deploying to Europefrom CONUS is minimal. This is due to the lack of land or sea-basedtactical aircraft capable of engaging the helicopters while in flight,the inability of sea-based surface to air missile (SAM) systems toacquire and destroy the helicopters, and the lack of Soviet long-rangeNaval Aviation aircraft to bomb and destroy'stopover points.
D-2. The Soviets have made almost no provisions for land-based,long-range naval air cover. All air superiority and close air supportaircraft would be dedicated to fighting the major land battle and, inany event, would have great difficulty in locating en route helicopterseven if they were to slip through NATO airspace. Additionally, suchaircraft do not have combat radii to support such operations. Inshort, there is no threat to US self-deploying helicopters fromland-based air superiority aircraft.
D-3. As for sea-based elements, the Soviet naval forces in NorthernAtlantic area (to include the Northern and Baltic Fleets) consist ofapproximately 116 major surface combat ships and 147 submarines. Theseforces do not include any large aircraft carriers comparable to USsystems. However, the Soviets do have two Kiev-class carriers (theKiev and the Minsk) capable of carrying vertical takeoff and landing(VTOL) aircraft and/or helicopters.
D-4. The VTOL aircraft is the Forger A, a small, subsonic jet aircraftcapable of reconnaissance, strikes against small ships, and shadowingunarmed maritime reconnaissance aircraft during peacetime. Further,'its VTOL flight capabilities would make it extremely easy for theForget to attack US helicopters. Weapons for the Forger include rocketpacks, and gun pods carried on four pylons under the aircraft's innerwing panels. Also, operation equipment includes radar ranging andinfrared sensors.

D-S. Current deployment shows that 9-10 Forgers and approximately 15helicopters are on board each carrier. If desired, however, theSoviets could change the loading to 25 Forgers per ship. This could bedone to provide modest air cover for amphibious operations, or, ifdeemed urgent enough, to attack US self-deploying helicopters. Such anoperation is unlikely though, due to the prime mission of each
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Kiev-class carrier being ASW against US ballistic missile submarines.
Additionally, elementary avionics of the aircraft would make it
extremely difficult to find the helicopters. And finally, even though
‘the Soviets will continue to deploy more of these carriers (a third is
under construction), they will certainly be no match for US carriers
and advanced air superiority fighters located in the Atlantic. In
short, they should represent only a minor threat to US helicopters
deploying to Europe.

D-6. The only other threat from sea-based forces are onboard
surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems used for point defense of the
various ships. These systems include the SA—N—l, SA-N-3, and SA-N-4,
as well as several types of anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) weapons.
Although these systems are formidable, they still pose only a minor
threat due to a low probability of encountering US helicopters, and
circumvention by the helicopters should that chance encounter occur.

D-7. The final threat to self-deploying helicopters, and the most
likely, is due to Soviet long-range Naval Aviation being able to
deatroy stopover points, especially on the northern route. Presently,
there are approximately 300 Badgers and760 Backfire bombers armed with
air-to-surface missiles (ASM) and dedicated to interdiction of US naval
forces and sea lines of communication. To counter this threat, the US
maintains tactical fighter aircraft in Iceland and deploys airborne
warning and control system (AWACS) aircraft on a rotational basis in
this area. Such coverage by AWACS will allow interceptors in both
Iceland and the United Kingdom to be able to engage the enemy bombers.
In addition, early warning from AWACS will increase the effectiveness
of F-14s based on carriers in the Atlantic. Thus, even the threat to
the way stations is considered minimal.
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The proponent of this pamphlet is the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Doctrine. Users are
invited to send comments and suggested improvements
on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications
and Blank Forms) through channels to the Cdr, TRADOC,
ATTN: ATDO-S, Fort Monroe, Virginia 23651.
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